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Abstract. As multimedia applications spread widely, it is
crucial for programming and design support systems to handle “time” in multimedia documents effectively and flexibly.
This paper presents a set of interactive system support tools
for designing and maintaining the temporal behavior of multimedia documents. The tool set provides mechanisms for
anomaly detection, temporal query processing, and interactive scheduling. It is based on a fast incremental constraint
solver we have developed, which can be adapted by any
constraint-based system. The incremental constraint solver
provides immediate feedback to the user, supporting a highly
interactive design process. Combined with existing optimal
layout generation mechanisms proposed in the literature, our
tools effectively utilize the flexibility provided by constraintbased systems.
Key words: Multimedia documents – Multimedia authoring – Interactive systems – Temporal constraint systems –
Incremental algorithms

1 Introduction
A multimedia document involves both temporal and spatial
integration of media items of different types [1, 6, 8, 14,
15, 20, 23, 24]. An interactive multimedia document also
needs to support user interactions. Authoring a multimedia
document where time, space, and user interactions interplay
is an involved design process. The way the document is designed will greatly influence the effectiveness and quality of
the presentation. To author a creative document, authors will
need effective design support tools. A good design support
tool will assist the authors to focus on the design goals, facilitating the iteration of the design process. Sufficient system
support for an effective dialog between the designer and the
system is critical for this purpose. The dialog must be direct
and immediate. Also, a fine-grained control over the process
is necessary for the designer to fully articulate his/her vision.
Correspondence to: J. Song

In this paper, we describe a set of design support tools
for effectively designing and maintaining “time” in multimedia documents. Constraint-based management of time in
multimedia documents proposed in the literature has a clear
advantage over the traditional timeline approach due to its
flexibility. In a constraint-based system, users describe their
design choices declaratively through relationships among
media objects [12, 13]. Details of satisfying and maintaining the requirements can be supported by the system’s automatic layout generation mechanisms. Buchanan and Zellweger [4] reported a mechanism for automatically obtaining
an optimal temporal layout using a linear programming technique. Hamakawa and Rekimoto [10] utilized the notion of
temporal glue and box, along with the constraints to specify relationships between events. In [14], we described a
minimal-cost fair-scheduling algorithm for the elastic time
model. The focus of earlier research efforts has been on the
development of automatic layout generation mechanisms.
Our aim is to equip a constraint-based authoring system with interactive control. Despite various advantages a
constraint-based authoring system offers, its practical utility
has been limited, because it has failed to provide a mechanism for users to easily manipulate the underlying structures. Consider the traditional timeline approach, where the
representation is fixed and the operations are manual. In the
timeline approach, users can have a direct view and control
of the structure of the document. But in a constraint-based
system, although flexibility exists, the understanding of the
document’s state and the fine-grained control can easily be
lost. For a constraint-based system to be of practical use in
the creative authoring process, more elaborate system support tools are required which enable effective communication between the designer and the document system.
A constraint-based authoring system has to satisfy three
basic requirements. Firstly, the system should provide ways
to help the users understand the internal state of documents.
In a constraint-based system, while the author can give a
high-level design description, the system’s internal representation tends to be complicated, making it difficult to abstract and visualize the internal system state. This results in
the separation of the user’s view and system’s view, and
adversely affects the design process. Secondly, the system
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should provide means to help users to easily handle anomalies in the design. As the users rely on the system’s automatic
layout mechanism, and the specification of the document becomes more complex, users become careless, thus making
the design process more error-prone. As parts of the design
become erroneous, an automatic layout mechanism may not
be able to support the users. Worse yet, the separation of
the user’s view from the system’s view makes it more difficult for users themselves to locate and correct erroneous
parts once they are introduced. Thirdly, the system should
provide ways for the designers to effectively reflect their
changing design choices into the final layout and refine the
design at each step. While the automatic layout mechanism
simplifies the selection of the final layout, users may lose
fine-grained control over that final layout. The value of an
automatic layout mechanism will be maximized when it is
combined with effective ways to explore alternatives provided by the design.
The importance of the above-listed requirements will increase as technologies evolve, and the demands on the system design grow in sophistication and complexity. To meet
the requirements, we developed a set of interactive system
support tools: anomaly handling, temporal query processing,
and interactive scheduling. These system support tools are
based on an incremental constraint solver, which allows immediate communication between the designers and systems.
We give our presentation in the framework of the Isis
authoring system and elastic time model, described in [14].
We believe that the solutions and tools we provide are sufficiently general to be shared by any type of constraint-based
authoring system. In our system, users directly manipulate
the timeboxes and explicitly control the temporal behavior
of the document. The system interprets the user actions and
maintains the document state incrementally, and feedback
from the system occurs immediately based on the fast incremental constraint solver we have developed. Upon each
user interaction, the system immediately checks its validity.
If valid, the system immediately gives a feasible schedule,
and if it is not valid, the causes of the anomaly are reported
to the users. Therefore, users do not need to worry about the
correctness of the document, and are able to concentrate on
their design work. In addition, users are able to query a valid
range of events and the document state through temporal
query processing. This overcomes the difficulty of effective
abstraction of the document’s internal state, and helps the
users understand the current state of the document allowing
them to explore a possible design space through many stages
of the authoring process.
Providing an efficient incremental constraint solver which
can handle nonmonotonic interactions (additions, deletions,
and modifications) is not a trivial problem [9, 11, 12]. This
is especially true for general linear constraints. CLP(R) [12]
includes an incremental version of the Simplex algorithm.
DeltaBlue [9] is an incremental constraint solver for an
acyclic constraint hierarchy. Our approach is to concentrate
on a restricted class of linear constraints, called difference
constraints. This type of constraint has been commonly used
to express temporal behavior [4, 5, 13, 14, 16, 25]. We also
handle the optimal scheduling problem separately from other
required system support mechanisms. By focusing on difference constraints, we have developed a very efficient incre-

mental constraint solver, which works asymptotically faster
than well-known batch-mode algorithms [5, 16]. We believe
that our work is the first to present an incremental algorithm
for solving difference constraints.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we provide a brief overview of the elastic time model and define
a set of user interaction primitives. In Sect. 3, a mechanism
for translating the user interaction primitives into a temporal
constraint system is shown. Section 4 presents the incremental constraint solver. Section 5 describes the system support
facilities for interactive authoring: anomaly handling, temporal query processing, and the interactive scheduling mechanism. We also provide an example that illustrates how the
system aids the authoring process, along with a few snapshots of our system in the section. Other related issues are
discussed in Sect. 6 and Sect. 7 concludes the paper. A more
complete description of our model of multimedia documents,
including the mechanisms for treating the spatial layout and
asynchronous user events, can be found in [13, 19].

2 Elastic time model
Producing a multimedia document is a highly iterative design
process. Authors will want to carefully reflect their design
choices through repeated composition and validation cycles.
Even with a finalized document, the authors might want to
reflect slightly different design choices as their presentation
environments dictate.
Our elastic time model provides a framework for dealing
with the temporal behavior of the document flexibly. Using
the metaphor of a spring system, the elastic time model allows users to associate with each media object a minimum
and a maximum length and a length at rest (i.e., the most desirable play length). Users can connect the (elastic) objects
by defining temporal relationships among them. In doing so,
users can avoid the tedious positioning and repositioning of
media objects in time in composing or modifying a document. Furthermore, once constructed, a document is associated with a range of possible layouts, so that the users can
choose an appropriate one according to their design choices
and presentation environments.

2.1 Temporal specification
We base our specification language on Allen’s temporal algebra [3], and take time intervals as primitives. Let a multimedia object m be associated with a triple of lengths, which
we call spring constants,
(αm , λm , ωm ),

where αm ≤ λm ≤ ωm ,

such that m may be presented over a time interval Im whose
length falls in the range bounded by a minimum αm and a
maximum ωm , and λm is the most desirable, or optimal
length.
The following two primitive relations can hold between
two objects:
– co-start(m1 , m2 ): time intervals Im1 and Im2 share the
same beginnings,
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– co-end(m1 , m2 ): time intervals Im1 and Im2 share the
same ends.
Note that mi can be a “dummy” object such that it has
nothing to show or play, but it may be associated with a
range of intervals of nonnegative lengths. A dummy object
can be used to cause a time delay. With this, relationships
such as meet or overlap can also be expressed using the
two primitives.
For the ease of use, we also include following two more
relations, in addition to the above two primitive relations:
– meet(m1 , m2 ): the end of Im1 is shared by Im2 as its
beginning,1
– co-occur(m1 , m2 ) : time intervals Im1 and Im2 share the
same beginnings and endings.2

sneeze

sneeze
cough

cough

co−end

co−start
sneeze

cough

sneeze
cough

co−occur

meet
cough

Fig. 1. Four temporal relations for building elastic stories

User Interaction

Graph Operations

2.2 The time-box representation
We represent multimedia objects visually using a simple
building block metaphor. Multimedia objects are treated
as electronic building blocks, or timeboxes, such that the
lengths of the timeboxes are proportional to the (optimal)
lengths of the corresponding objects. See Fig. 1 for a graphical illustration of the four temporal relations. Two short
video objects, “sneeze” and “cough”, are represented by
two elastic time-boxes. They can start together (co-start:
indicated by connecting their left ends with a bracket); end
together (co-end: indicated by connecting their right ends);
start together and end together (co-occur: indicated by connecting both ends), or one can follow the other (meet). In
the figure, as “sneeze” is shorter than “cough” and is stretchable, the co-occur resulted in stretching the “sneeze” to the
same length as the “cough”.

2.3 User interaction primitives for composition
Users directly manipulate the timeboxes to specify the temporal behavior of documents: they can drag and drop timeboxes, resize, connect, separate, or remove them, using the
system provided graphical user interfaces. We summarize
below the set of user interaction primitives we use for designing multimedia documents interactively. This set provides sufficient capability to handle the spring constants of
media objects and temporal relationships among them in a
document.
– +timeBox(ti ) : to add a time-Box ti .
– −timeBox(ti ) : to remove ti ,
– +relation(r, ti , tj ) : to add r between ti and tj , r ∈
{meet, co-start, co-end, co-occur}.
– −relation(r, ti , tj ) : to remove r between ti and tj .
– minT ime(ti , l) : to set the minimum length of ti to a
length l.
– maxT ime(ti , l) : to set the maximum length of ti to l.
– optT ime(ti , l) : to set the optimal length of ti to l.
1 meet(m , m ) can be expressed by co-end(m , d), followed by
1
2
1
co-start(d, m2 ), where d is a dummy object with zero length.
2 co-occur(m , m ) is equivalent to co-start(m , m ), followed by
1
2
1
2
co-end(m1 , m2 ).

Document

Validation

TCN

Fig. 2. Interaction loop for construction of documents: solid arrows show
the outlook of interactions and dotted arrows show the internal flow of
operations in the system

Note that, in the case of meet relationship, the order of
parameters in +relation(r, ti , tj ) and −relation(r, ti , tj )
needs to be considered. For example, +relation(meet, ti , tj )
means adding meet(ti , tj ), which is different from meet(tj ,
ti ).
3 Construction of the temporal constraint network
The authoring process consists of a sequence of user actions
for constructing multimedia documents. In interactive authoring systems, each user interaction should be processed
immediately with appropriate feedback.
Figure 2 shows the interaction loop between the user and
the document during the authoring process. In our system,
the state of a document is maintained in a temporal constraint system, which is represented by a directed, weighted
graph called temporal constraint network, which we call
TCN hereafter. The system maintains the TCN incrementally. It translates each user interaction into a sequence of
low-level graph operations, which we will describe shortly.
Each low-level operation is applied to the TCN one by one,
immediately updating the state of the document, using the
incremental algorithm presented in Sect. 4. The user then
proceeds with the next interaction. Should there be an inconsistency, it is quickly analyzed and reported to the user along
with possible ways of resolving the problem. In this section,
we describe how user interaction primitives are mapped to
the graph operations.
Let S = (M, R) denote a multimedia document, where
M is a set of media objects and R is a set of temporal relationships between media objects in M . Let mi .s and mi .e be
two variables which denote the start time and
[ end time of an
object mi ∈ M , respectively, and T =
{mi .s, mi .e}.
mi ∈M
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We can represent the temporal property of the document S
by a set of constraints C(S) over the variable set T . This set
of constraints C(S) includes the following constraints. For
each mi ∈ M , there is a constraint,
0 ≤ αmi ≤ mi .e − mi .s ≤ ωmi ,
where αmi , ωmi are a minimum and a maximum length of
mi , respectively. Each temporal relationship r(mi , mj ) ∈ R
also induces constraints. For instance,
meet(m1 , m2 ) =⇒ m1 .e = m2 .s ⇐⇒ m1 .e − m2 .s ≤ 0
and m2 .s − m1 .e ≤ 0.
We call such a set of constraints C(S) a “constraint set of
a document S”. Observe that every constraint in C(S) can
be expressed in the form x − y ≤ c. This type of linear
constraint, involving the difference between two variables,
is called a difference constraint.
The constraint set of a document S, i.e., C(S), is internally represented by a directed, weighted graph, called TCN,
as previously explained, which is denoted by
T CN (S) = hV, E, wi ,
where V is a set of nodes, E is a set of directed arcs, and
w is a mapping from E to real numbers which defines the
weights of the directed arcs in E, each of which is defined
as follows:
[
{source},
V = {n(xi ) | xi ∈ T }
E = {(n(xi ), n(xj )) | xj − xi ≤ c ∈ C(S) }
[
{(source, n(xi )) | xi ∈ T },
w(n(xi ), n(xj )) = c, if xj − xi ≤ c ∈ C(S),
w(source, n(xj )) = 0.
In the above definition, we include a node n(xi ) for each
variable xi in T . For each constraint xj − xi ≤ c in C(S),
we include a directed arc (n(xi ), n(xj )) in E with a weight
c, i.e., w(n(xi ), n(xj )) = c. We also include a special node
source in V and, for each node n(xi ), xi ∈ T , we include
an arc (source, n(xi )) in E, with w(source, n(xi )) = 0.3 In
the rest of paper, we abbreviate n(xi ) to xi , for simplicity
of notation. In other words, we use the same symbols for
nodes in V and the corresponding variables in T .
A TCN, T CN (S) = hV, E, wi, is associated with a set
of graph operations:
– +node(xi ): to add a node xi to V and the special arc
(source, xi ) to E with w(source, xi ) = 0.
– −node(xi ): to remove a node xi from V and the special
arc (source, xi ) from E.
– +arc(xi , xj , c): to add an arc (xi , xj ) to E with the
weight c, i.e., w(xi , xj ) = c.
– −arc(xi , xj ): to remove an arc (xi , xj ) from E 4
3 This special node source and special arcs (source, n(x )) are required
i
by the constraint solver described in the next section. Intuitively, they ensure
that every node in the TCN is reachable from source.
4 We assume that there is only one arc between any given ordered pair
of nodes to simplify the presentation of the incremental constraint solver in
Sect. 4. The algorithms can be easily extended to handle the more general
case in which multiple arcs are allowed between the same pair of nodes.

– weight(xi , xj , c): to modify the weight of the arc (xi ,
xj ) ∈ E to c, i.e., w(xi , xj ) = c.
Each user interaction primitive for document composition is translated to a sequence of graph operations as summarized below. Note that initially a TCN consists only of a
special node source.
– +timeBox(ti ) =⇒ +node(ti .s); +node(ti .e); +arc(ti .s,
ti .e, ωti ); +arc(ti .e, ti .s, −αti ).
– +relation(meet, ti , tj ) =⇒ +arc(ti .e, tj .s, 0); +arc(tj .s,
ti .e, 0).
– +relation(co-start, ti , tj ) =⇒ +arc(ti .s, tj .s, 0);
+arc(tj .s, ti .s, 0).
– +relation(co-end, ti , tj ) =⇒ +arc(ti .e, tj .e, 0);
+arc(tj .e, ti .e, 0).
– +relation(co-occur, ti , tj ) =⇒ +relation(co-start, ti ,
tj ); +relation(co-end, ti , tj ).
– minT ime(ti , l) =⇒ weight(ti .e, ti .s, −l).
– maxT ime(ti , l) =⇒ weight(ti .s, ti .e, l).
Note that −relation(r, ti , tj ) is handled by removing all the
arcs which have been added by the corresponding +relation(r, ti , tj ). The following provides an example for the
−relation operation:
−relation(meet, ti , tj ) =⇒ −arc(ti .e, tj .s);
−arc(tj .s, ti .e).
For −timeBox(ti ), all the arcs involving ti .s and ti .e as
well as the two nodes are to be removed. As for the optimal length of each media object, it is not included in TCN,
but separately handled by the minimum-cost fair scheduler.
Therefore, +optT ime(ti , l) is not translated to graph operations. 5
Consider the small multimedia document shown in Fig. 3.
A user has constructed this document with three media objects, Running Dog (an animated drawing), House (static
drawing), and W altz (sound) and a delay (dummy object) and four temporal relationships among them. The document shows a house in the background, and after a while,
a dog appears in front of the house and runs and is accompanied by the waltz. Assume that the user continues by
adding a new relation, +relation(co-end, R, W ), so that the
Running Dog stops running when W altz finishes.
The current document can be represented by S ◦ = (M ◦ ,
◦
R ), where M ◦ = {R, H, W, D} and R◦ = {co-start(D, H),
meet(D, R), co-start(W, R), co-end(H, W )}. The set of
constraints for this document is
C(S ◦ ) = {D.s − D.e ≤ −10, D.e − D.s ≤ 15,
. . . , H.s − H.e ≤ −25, H.e − H.s ≤ 35}
[
{D.s − H.s ≤ 0, H.s − D.s ≤ 0,
. . . , W.e − H.e ≤ 0, H.e − W.e ≤ 0}.
The TCN of the current document, T CN (S ◦ ) is graphically
represented in Fig. 4. Upon user action +relation(co-end,
R, W ), the system generates two graph operations
5 Given a schedule of a document, the cost of a media object in the
schedule is defined by the difference between the scheduled duration and
its optimal duration. The minimum-cost fair schedule is the schedule which
minimizes the sum of the costs as well as distributes the total cost evenly
over the set of media objects in the document. Details can be found in [14].
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media object
Delay (D)
Waltz (W)
Running Dog (R)
House (H)
a Timebox diagram

type
dummy
sound
animation
drawing

min
10
13
5
25

max
15
15
8
35

b Minimum and maximum play duration

Fig. 3a,b. Authoring with three media objects and a dummy object: media objects, Running Dog (R), House (H), Waltz (W), and a dummy object Delay (D)
are related by co-start(D, H), meet(D, R), co-start(W, R), and co-end(W, H). Each object is represented by it’s initial, i.e., D, W, R, H respectively,
when this example is referred in the paper

source
8
15

D.s

0

D.e

R.e

R.s
−5

0

0

−10

0

0

15
W.e

0

W.s

−13

35
0
H.s

−25

0

H.e

Fig. 4. Temporal constraint network for the document in Fig. 3. Dotted
arrows represent the arc from source to each node with weight 0. Arcs
with negative weights show minimum durations and those with positive
weights show maximum durations

+arc(W.e, R.e, 0); +arc(R.e, W.e, 0),
and applies them to the current TCN. Assuming that the two
graph operations do not cause any inconsistency, the TCN
will be updated by including two additional arcs, (R.e, W.e)
and (W.e, R.e), with w(R.e, W.e) = 0 and w(W.e, R.e) = 0,
respectively.

4 Incremental constraint solver
Let T CN (S) = hV, E, wi be a TCN for a document S, and
let C(S) be the underlying system of difference constraints.
An arc (u, v) ∈ E with w(u, v) = c represents a difference
constraint:
v − u ≤ c ∈ C(S).
Let (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ) be a vector composed of the variables in
T , i.e., xi ∈ T , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The system C(S) is said to
be feasible, or satisfiable, if there exists an assignment of
values to variables in T which simultaneously satisfies all
the constraints in C(S). We represent such an assignment by
~ i.e., S
~ = (a1 , a2 , ..., an ), such that assignments, xi
a vector S,
~ a solution
= ai , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, makes C(S) feasible, and call S
~
or a schedule. Given a S, we represent an assignment to a
~ j ), i.e., S(x
~ j ) = aj
specific variable xj , 1 ≤ j ≤ n by S(x
~ = (a1 , a2 , ..., an ).
when S
The feasibility of C(S) is equivalent to the absence of a
negative cycle in T CN (S). In addition, when the TCN does
not include any negative cycle, the shortest distance from

source to each node xi dist(source, xi ) comprises a solution for C(S), i.e., (dist(source, x1 ), dist(source, x2 ), . . . ,
dist(source, xn )) is a solution vector for C(S) [16, 18].
Therefore, in our algorithm, we test for feasibility by checking the existence of a negative cycle in T CN (S). In general,
a set of constraints, C = {c1 , c2 , . . .}, which is infeasible, is
called a minimal infeasible set, if removal of any ci ∈ C
makes C feasible. That is, a minimal infeasible subset is
a minimal unit of source of infeasibility. In our case, each
minimal infeasible subset of C(S) corresponds to a negative
(simple) cycle in T CN (S).
In this section, we provide an informal description of the
algorithm which we developed to incrementally test the feasibility of the constraint system and provide a solution if the
system is feasible. A more formal presentation of the algorithm with further improvements can be found in [17]. The
algorithm processes the addition of a new arc and change of
an arc weight in O(n log n + e) time, where n is the number
of nodes in V and e is the number of arcs in E. It takes a
constant time for other graph operations. This is faster than
reevaluating a TCN by a batch-mode algorithm such as the
one in [5], which takes O(n3 ) time.
The idea behind the algorithm is as follows. Graph operations such as addition or deletion of a node, and deletion
of an arc from TCN (or from any directed graph) cannot
introduce any negative cycle as long as the current TCN
(directed graph) does not include one. Therefore, the set
of constraints remains feasible. Careful consideration is required only when adding a new arc to TCN or changing
the weight of an arc. In these cases, we test the feasibility
(absence of negative cycles) by applying Dijkstra’s singlesource shortest path algorithm [2, 21]. However, the problem is that Dijkstra’s algorithm works only when there are
no negative weighted arcs. To overcome this problem, we
transform the weights of the arcs to nonnegative values using
the currently available solution.
The algorithm assumes that the current TCN does not
include any negative cycles and finds out if a change to the
TCN will introduce one. In each step, it also maintains a
~ for the corresponding C(S). We show in
solution vector S
the following the implications of each graph operation on
the feasibility of C(S) and how the algorithm works in each
case.
+node(xi ): an addition of a node neither introduces a negative cycle, nor further constrains the system C(S). It
is an isolated node connected only to source. The algorithm simply adds the node to V , and an arc from source
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~ by setting
to xi with w(source, xi ) = 0, and extends S
~
S(xi ) = 0.
−node(xi ): a deletion of a node is processed only after all
its incoming and outgoing arcs have been deleted, as will
be discussed below. When all of its arcs are deleted, the
node xi is an isolated node. The node is simply removed
~
from V , and from the solution vector S.
−arc(xi , xj ): a deletion of an arc (xi , xj ) ∈ E does not
introduce a negative cycle. The arc is simply removed
~ remains feasible, since
from E. The solution vector S
the system C(S) has become less constrained due to the
deletion of the arc, or equivalently a constraint, xj −xi ≤
w(xi , xj ).
+arc(xi , xj , c): an addition of an arc potentially introduces
a negative cycle. The procedure AddArc in Sect. 4.1
handles this operation.
weight(xi , xj , c): let w(xi , xj ) = c1 before the weight operation. If c1 ≤ c, i.e., if the weight of an arc is increased,
~ is
the system becomes no more constrained, and the S
still a solution. The algorithm will simply change the
weight of the arc. If c1 > c, i.e., if the weight of the
arc is decreased, it is treated as a deletion of the arc
followed by an insertion of a new arc with the corresponding weight.
As we have seen so far, the most difficult part in the
algorithm is to handle the addition of a new arc to TCN.
4.1 Adding a new arc
Given a TCN(S) without any negative cycle and an operation
+arc(u, v, c), we need to check if the new arc, (u, v) with
weight c introduces any negative cycle. This can be done
by computing the shortest distance from node v to u and
comparing it with c. To get the shortest distance, we use
Dijkstra’s single-source shortest path algorithm which runs
in time O(nlogn+e) [2]. The procedure AddArc that handles
+arc(u, v, c) appears below.
Dijkstra’s algorithm works only for directed graphs with
nonnegative weights. But our TCN may contain negativeweight arcs as shown in Fig. 4. This problem can be solved
by a weight transformation technique [7]. We explain how
we adopt the technique to our problem in the Sect. 4.1.1.
~
Procedure AddArc(T CN (S), (u, v), c, S)
Parameters :
T CN (S) = hV, E, wi
(u, v) : arc to be inserted to E
c : the weight of the arc (u, v)
~ : the feasible solution vector
S
begin
(1) for each (x, y) ∈ E,
~ + w(x, y) + S(x)
~
;
wtransf (x, y) = −S(y)
(2) compute disttransf (v, x), for each x ∈ V , using
Dijkstra’s algorithm and the new weight wtransf ;
(3) for each x ∈ V ,
~
~
dist(v, x) = S(x)
+ disttransf (v, x) − S(v);
(4) if c + dist(v, u) < 0, then return (not feasible);
(5) else begin
(5.1) compute disttransf (source, x), for each x ∈ V , using

Dijkstra’s algorithm and the new weight wtransf ;
~
(5.2) for each x ∈ V , dist(source, x) = S(x)
~
+disttransf (source, x) − S(source);
~
(5.3) for each x ∈ V , Supdated (x) = min(dist(source, x),
dist(source, u) + c +dist(v, x));
(5.4) add (u, v) to E ;
(5.5) w(u, v) = c ;
end ;
end
In the procedure, we first transform the weight of each
~ in
arc, (x, y) ∈ E, by using the current solution vector S
Step 1. Thus transformed weight, wtransf (x, y), is always
nonnegative as shown in Sect. 4.1.1 and makes it possible to use Dijkstra’s algorithm in later steps. In Step 2, we
calculate disttransf (v, x), the shortest distance from v to
each node x ∈ V with the transformed weight, wtransf .
From disttransf (v, x), the shortest distance dist(v, x) with
the original weight w is recovered in Step 3. In Step 4, we
test if dist(v, u) + c < 0. If so, the new arc (u, v) forms
a negative cycle and we reject the addition. Otherwise, we
update the solution vector in Step 5.
This is done by computing the shortest distance from the
source node to each node x in the updated TCN (Step 5.3)6 .
It is the minimum of the shortest distance from source to
x in the old TCN (which is computed in Step 5.1 and Step
5.2) and the shortest distance from source to node x through
the newly added arc (u, v). This shortest distance in the new
TCN forms a new solution.
Though the solution computed by the procedure AddArc
is the shortest distance in the TCN, subsequent deletion or
modification operations to the TCN may change the shortest
paths, but not the solution. That is why we need to compute
dist(source, x) in Step 5.1 and in Step 5.2, and cannot use
~ for it.
the current solution S
4.1.1 Weight transformation
As mentioned earlier, Dijkstra’s algorithm works only on
graphs with nonnegative weight arcs. We first summarize
the arc weight transformation idea proposed in [7] for using
Dijkstra’s algorithm for graphs with negative arcs.
Let G = hV, E, wi be a directed, weighted graph. If we
construct a new graph, G’ = hV, E, wtransf i, with
wtransf (x, y) = f (y) + w(x, y) − f (x), (x, y) ∈ E,
where f is any function from a node to a real value, then
the shortest paths in graph G are also shortest path in G’,
and vice versa. Further, let P be a path from node x to node
y, and lengthG (P ) be the length of P in G. Then,
lengthG0 (P ) = f (y) + lengthG (P ) − f (x).
Coming back to our problem, if we can find some function f that satisfies
f (y) + w(x, y) − f (x) ≥ 0
6 We can not directly use Dijkstra’s algorithm to calculate the shortest
distance on the new T CN . The problem here is that when the weight
~
transformation is applied to the new arc (u, v), by wtransf (u, v) = −S(v)+
~
w(u, v) + S(u),
wtransf (u, v) is not guaranteed to be nonnegative.
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for every arc (x, y) ∈ E, then Dijkstra’s algorithm can be
used to compute the shortest paths under the transformed
weight, and the lengths of the shortest paths under the corresponding original weight can easily be recovered.
~
~ is the current
We define f (x) to be −S(x),
where S
feasible solution. That is, we define the new weights by
~ + w(x, y) + S(x).
~
wtransf (x, y) = −S(y)
~ is the feasible solution vector,
Since S
~ − S(x)
~
S(y)
≤ w(x, y),

Fig. 5. Visualization of the incompatible components: media objects
Running Dog and W altz and the relationship co-start(W, R) is not
compatible with a new relationship co-end(R, W )

for each (x, y) ∈ E.

Thus,
~ + w(x, y) + S(x)
~
≥ 0.
wtransf (x, y) = −S(y)
Hence, the new weight wtransf is nonnegative.
5 System support for interactive authoring
Although the elastic time model provides a foundation for
temporal flexibility in the document, it has to be appropriately supported by the system to be useful in the authoring
process. The main features of our system support facilities
include: anomaly handling, temporal query processing, and
interactive scheduling. We describe each of the features below and provide a simple example to demonstrate how they
work cooperatively and support the authoring process. Along
with the example, we provide a few snapshots of our system and explain related interfaces of the system. Our system
support tools are based on the incremental constraint solver
described in Sect. 4.
5.1 Anomaly handling
In general, one of the problems with declarative specifications is that it can be difficult to identify the causes of infeasibility. Infeasibility is not always generated by a single
media object or a single temporal relationship. Rather, it is
formed by multiple media objects through multiple temporal
relationships imposed on them.
However, our approach of interactive authoring with immediate validation inherently alleviates the possibly complex
problem of determining the causes of infeasibility. As the
user interacts with the system via user interaction primitives, the system checks if the new state of the document
is feasible. If the system detects infeasibility, the interaction is temporarily rejected and the system notifies the user
that infeasibility has occurred. As such, a document under
construction is always feasible. If a new interaction results
in an infeasible system, we can safely assume that the new
interaction is related to the cause of infeasibility.
Visualization of the incompatible components
To recover from the infeasibility, the user will have to
change parts of the document, changing relationships, durations of timeboxes, adding or removing delay objects, and

so on, keeping the design choices in mind. Knowing that
the current user interaction has caused the infeasibility, user
may take a simple solution to change the current interaction.
Alternatively, the user may consider other options. The system highlights the parts of the document, which may, when
changed, remove the cause of infeasibility, to give visual
feedback to users.
Let us consider the T CN (S) to see how this can be
done. As explained earlier, the minimal infeasible subsets of
C(S) are identified as the negative cycles in T CN (S). Once
the negative cycles are identified, they are mapped back to
the corresponding media objects and temporal relationships
which form them.
Consider the simple example in Figs. 3 and 4. Suppose again that the user wants to impose a new relationship
+relation(co-end, R, W ) to have the Running Dog stops
running when W altz finishes. The system detects infeasibility as +arc(R.e, W.e, 0) is applied to T CN (S). The system
identifies the negative cycle, (W.e, W.s, R.s, R.e, W.e) and
indicates that media objects R and W and their relationships co-start(W, R), co-end(R, W ) are not compatible as
in Fig. 5.7 The user may choose to remove the relationship co-start(W, R), which will remove the incompatibility. However, the document is still infeasible and the system
identifies another negative cycle, (W.e, H.e, H.s, D.s, D.e,
R.s.R.e, W.e) and indicates that the entire document consisting of media objects W, H, D, R, and the three relationships,
co-start(D, H), meet(D, R), co-end(W, H), are incompatible with the new relationship co-end(R, W ).
System-suggested corrective actions
Users also may ask the system to suggest possible recovery actions. Upon such an user request, our system further
analyzes the T CN , the current user action, and the graph
operation which caused the infeasibility, and generates some
possible recovery actions. Some examples are shown in Table 1.
To see how the suggestions are constructed, let us consider a set C(S) and a T CN (S) for a document S. Assume that x − y ≤ c is the constraint that creates infeasibility when added to C(S), i.e., the arc (y, x) with
w(y, x) = c is to be added to T CN (S), which creates one
or more negative cycles. If we change T CN (S) so that
dist(y, x)+dist(x, y) ≥ 0 (for example, by changing w(y, x)
7 We say that a set of media objects and their relationships are not
compatible (or incompatible) if it generates infeasibility in the underlying
constraint system.
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Table 1. Example: possible corrective actions, where length(P ) is the length of shortest path P with which a negative cycle has been detected in the
procedure AddArc, and delay is a timebox which represents a dummy, or delay object
User
interaction
+relation(meet, ti , tj )

Graph
operation
+arc(ti .e, tj .s, 0)
+arc(tj .s, ti .e, 0)

+relation(co-start, ti , tj )

+arc(ti .s, tj .s, 0)

+relation(co-end, ti , tj )

+arc(ti .e, tj .e, 0)

Possible
corrective actions
+timeBox(delay); +relation(meet, ti , delay); +relation(meet,
delay, tj ); maxT ime(delay, l), s.t. l ≥ −length(P )
maxT ime(ti , ωti − l), s.t. l ≤ length(P )
minT ime(tj , αti + l), s.t. l ≤ qlength(P )
+timeBox(delay); +relation(meet, delay, tj ); maxT ime(delay,
l), s.t. l ≥ −length(P )
maxT ime(tj , ωtj + l), s.t. l ≥ −length(P )
+timeBox(delay) ; +relation(meet, ti , delay); maxT ime(delay,
l), s.t. l ≥ −length(P )
maxT ime(ti , ωti + l), s.t. l ≥ −length(P )

to c0 , such that c0 + dist(x, y) ≥ 0), all the negative cycles
will become nonnegative. The system suggests sequences of
user interaction primitives that achieve this effect.
Let us go back to the example in Figs. 3 and 4 and
consider Fig. 5 for the incompatibility detected upon the interaction +relation(co-end, R, W ). When the user requests
a recovery suggestion, the system can suggest that the user
“increase the maximum duration of R (Running Dog) by
at least 5” as shown in the last row of Table 1. Following the suggestion results in increasing dist(W.e, R.e) by at
least 5, thus making dist(W.e, R.e) + dist(R.e, W.e) ≥ 0,
and removes the incompatibility.
Note that it is hard for mechanically generated system
messages such as those in Table 1 to match the user’s design
preference. One may consider that identifying the existence
or cause of anomaly may be the best which a system can
do. However, providing such suggestions which a user can
optionally take will be useful as the documents become more
complex and will make them feasible when followed.

two temporal events ei and ej . The minimum distance is
−dist(ej , ei ), and the maximum distance is dist(ei , ej ) in
the corresponding TCN [5]. Both can be computed by Dijkstra’s algorithm using the weight transformation technique
explained in Sect. 4.1.1.
GlobalDuration returns the temporal range of the doc~ for a document
ument. Given a schedule (or a solution) S
S, we denote the (presentation) length of the document by
~
~
~ = max{S(i)}
− min{S(i)}.
Duration(S)
i

i

Then, the GlobalDuration can be defined by
GlobalDuration = [M inDuration, M axDuration],
~ and
where M inDuration = min{Duration(S)}
~
S

~ where the minimum
M axDuration = max{Duration(S)},
5.2 Temporal query processing
As we have mentioned earlier, one of the advantages in
authoring documents with the elastic time model is that the
users do not have to go through the tedious computation
of the time position of the media objects. However, users
may still want to know certain temporal properties of the
document at different stages of the authoring process.
As a document becomes flexible (with elastic time), inferring even most simple temporal properties becomes nontrivial. When each media object can shrink or stretch according to the elastic time model, the temporal distance between
two events8 in a document can vary within a range. Likewise, the total presentation time of the document also varies.
Our system guides the authoring decision by answering
questions such as:
– What is the range of temporal distances between the
events ei and ej in the current document?
– What is the range of durations of the current document?
The first query is represented by P rojection(ei , ej ) and
the second by GlobalDuration. P rojection(ei , ej ) computes the minimum and the maximum distance between
8 An event corresponds to a node in TCN. We use the terms event and
node interchangeably.

~
S

~
and maximum is computed over all feasible schedules S.
A difficulty in computing the GlobalDuration is that
there can be infinitely many feasible schedules. However, a
presentation duration is the temporal distance between the
first event and the last event in a schedule. Thus, it is sufficient to consider only the distances between the (possible)
first events and the (possible) last events. We define the sets
F and L as follows:
F = {xi | if (xi , xj ) ∈ E, then w(xi , xj ) ≥ 0, xi , xj ∈ V },
L = {xj | if (xi , xj ) ∈ E, then w(xi , xj ) ≥ 0, xi , xj ∈ V }.
F is a set of nodes which are potential first events, and
similarly L is a set of nodes which are potential last events.
Then, we can show that
M inDuration = − min { min {dist(xj , xi ) } } ,
xi ∈F xj ∈L

M axDuration = max {max {dist(xi , xj ) } }.
xi ∈F xj ∈L

That is, we can compute the GlobalDuration by computing
the shortest distances between the nodes in F and L. This
can be done by using the Dijkstra’s algorithm repeatedly
or using an all-pairs-shortest-paths algorithm such as FloydWarshall’s [5] just once.
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Table 2. Example
a Media objects and spring constants.
name
type
min
opt
max
delay1
dummy
8
10
14
delay2
dummy
8
10
14
Narration1
sound
10
12
16
Narration2
sound
10
12
16
Medicine1
digital image
19
25
28
Medicine2
digital image
19
25
28
Music
sound
50
50
50

b Temporal relationships
meet
(delay1, Narration1)
meet
(delay2, Narration2)
co-start
(delay1, Medicine1)
co-start
(delay2, Medicine2)
co-end
(Narration1, Medicine1)
co-end
(Narration2, Medicine2)
meet
(Medicine1, Medicine2)
co-start
(Medicine1, Music)
co-end
(Medicine2, Music)

5.3 Interactive scheduling
If a document does not include any anomaly, the incremental constraint solver generates a feasible schedule immediately. This schedule does not consider the optimal durations
of media objects and can be used when the user does not
care about it. However, it can be powerfully used to interactively reflect the designer’s choice to the final schedule,
when combined with the other system support tools.
In many constraint-based authoring systems, the automatic schedulers mechanically optimize the schedule by
globally negotiating the possible flexibilities allowed for
each media item. This means that users lose direct control
over the final schedule. Users may not be totally satisfied
with the globally negotiated result. Since multimedia documents are designed for human perception, a small difference
in the final schedule can result in a serious difference in
the presentation quality. From our experience, users want
to have fine-grained control over the various parts of the
documents.
In our system, users can effectively reflect their design
choices in the final schedule. Users repeatedly choose the
exact durations (or tightly control the flexibility) of the desired media (or delay) objects. Upon each selection, they
can immediately see the effect of their choice as the new
schedule (which preserves the interactive selection previously made) is given immediately. This interactive scheduling occurs very smoothly, as the feasibility of the selection is
checked right away. After interactive selection of layout of
parts of the document, they may use the minimum-cost fair
scheduler [14] to optimize the other parts of the document
or just use the current nonoptimal schedule. This refinement
may be continued further by alternatively using the optimizing scheduler and interactive selection.

5.4 Example
See Fig. 6 for the main view of our system. It also shows the
timebox diagram of an example document. The document is
composed of multimedia objects and temporal relationships
shown in Table 2. The document is to advertise two drugs
by a drug manufacturer. Medicine1 and Medicine2 are their
two digital images, which will be shown one after the other.
Narration1 and Narration2 are voice narratives for the two
drugs, each of which will start playing shortly after its corresponding image appears on the screen. There is also a
background music that plays for the duration of the document.

The white space in the screen, where the timebox diagram is located, is called “canvas”. A user brings timeboxes
of media objects onto canvas, and composes his/her document. To add a media object, the user clicks one of the
buttons on the bottom of the screen. The system then opens
up another window which lists available media objects of the
designated type. When an object is selected from the list by
a user, the system adds a timebox for the object on canvas.
Similarly, by selecting the “stories” button on the bottom
left corner, a user can bring a whole document which has
already been constructed to the canvas and include it as a
part of a new document.
Figures 7 and 8 show how timeboxes are manipulated on
“canvas” to build the example document. In Fig. 7, a user
selects a digital image object, M edicine1. Upon this, the
system pops up an “action menu”. From the “action menu”,
the user can select one of the four temporal relationships to
be added. We can see, in Fig. 8, that the user has selected the
“meet” relationship. After this, the system responds with a
template timebox marked by “?”, which will be replaced by
the target timebox which the user clicks on. In Fig. 8, the user
selects M edicine2 to relate it with M edicine1 by “meet”.
Similarly, to delete a temporal relationship, a user selects the
button marked by “del-REL” from the action menu, and the
system asks which relation to delete. The button “duration”
is chosen to set the minimum, optimum, and/or maximum
durations of a timebox. The interface for setting durations is
shown in Fig. 9. The other two buttons on the “action menu”
are to delete a timebox from canvas or to inspect properties
of the associated media object.
Assume that a user continues in this fashion and constructs the document in Fig. 6. Note that no matter how simple or complex the document is, the document constructed in
our system is always error free, since each step of construction has been checked. In the following, we show how the
interactive scheduling method is used for already constructed
documents without changing the content or the structure.
There are many possible temporal layouts (schedules)
for the document. The user may want to select a schedule
where each media object is presented for a duration as close
as possible to the optimal duration. To do this, the user can
ask for a minimal-cost fair schedule (by clicking the button
marked “optimal” shown in Fig. 6), which is summarized in
Table 3.
However, after some experience with the presentation of
the document, the user may find that there is more interest
in Medicine1, and that it requires more than 25 s to adequately describe the medicine. Suppose the user increases
the presentation duration of Medicine1 to its maximum, 28 s
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Fig. 6. Main view of system and the timebox diagram of an example document

Fig. 7. Selecting a media object and an action
from action-menu: a user selects digital image,
M edicine1 and a meet relation
Table 3. Minimal cost fair schedule
media object
delay1
delay2
Narration1
Narration2
Medicine1
Medicine2
Music

scheduled duration
11.5
11.5
13.5
13.5
25
25
50

(Fig. 9). The system will then compute another consistent
schedule and return it to the user. At this point, the user
may invoke the minimal-cost fair scheduler, which then will
use the fixed duration of 28 s (as requested by the user) and
optimize the remaining objects so that the total cost is min-

imal and fair. But suppose that the user tries to increase the
duration further to 33 s. As shown in Fig. 10, the system
immediately informs the user that this is not possible, and
that if 33 s are needed, the objects (Medicine1, delay1, Narration1) or the relationships among them should be changed.
The system also pops up a button in the upper right corner
of canvas, which can be clicked to request the suggestions
for correction.
At this point, the user may want to know what temporal range is possible for Medicine1, using the P rojection
query. This is done by clicking the left rectangle of the timebox for M edicine1 (meaning the start of M edicine1) with
right mouse button, dragging the mouse to the right rectangle
(meaning the end of M edicine1), and releasing the mouse
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Fig. 8. Composition of the example document on “canvas”: a user is imposing a “meet” relationship between Medicine1 and Medicine2

Fig. 9. Manipulation of durations of media objects

button on it.9 As shown in Fig. 11, the system immediately
informs that minimum and maximum durations between the
two events are (22, 30) s The users may then adjust the presentation duration of the image to 30 s, which will keep
the document consistent. With this, the system computes a
schedule with a fixed duration of 30 s for the digital image. The user may play back the document according to the
schedule disregarding the optimal durations of the objects,
or the user may use the minimum-cost fair scheduler. This
9 To ask the duration of the whole document (GlobalDuration), a user
clicks “Inspect” button shown in Fig. 6.

interactive adjustment can be made for whatever objects the
users want to control.
Our system support facilities provide users with a wide
range of possibilities for combining their design choices and
the system’s automatic inferencing mechanisms effectively.
Their value and utility will grow rapidly as the complexity
of the document increases and the users’ requirements grow
in sophistication.
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Fig. 10. Visualization of the incompatible components

Fig. 11. Querying for the range of
possible durations between two events

6 Discussion
The elastic time model and the interactive system support
tools have been implemented as part of the Isis authoring
environment at IBM T.J. Watson Research Center. Isis is
a prototype multimedia authoring environment implemented
in Smalltalk/OS2. In Sect. 5.4, we show a major component
of Isis called “Time Builder”. Other important components
of Isis include Creator, Maker, Space Builder, Net Builder,
Player, and Indexing System. Creator provides the author
the capabilities for audio, video recording, capturing still images, drawing bitmaps, and text editing. Using the Maker, the
author defines attributes of multimedia objects such as title,
durations, and annotation for indexing. Space Builder is to
design spatial property of documents. Net Builder links multimedia documents by adding hyperlinks among them, and
Player provides a playback time environment. Lastly, Indexing System assists an author to create and use a structured
index for archiving and retrieving multimedia information.
An earlier version of Isis provided the multimedia substrate for the Home Health-care system for Children with
Leukemia [22], which IBM Research has jointly developed
with New England Medical Center. It has also been used
for building multimedia training systems to teach business
decision-making process. From the experience with this earlier version of Isis, we observed that the underlying constraint system with automatic scheduling was very useful,
especially at the early stage of the document construction.
However, we also observed that users repeatedly come back
to their document and elaborate it by adding or changing
the contents and the structure. In this process, the document becomes larger and more complex, and users tend to
lose their perception of the underlying document structure,
while they want to have finer grained control. This experience motivated us to extend Isis and provide more elaborate
interactive support tools described in this paper. Our internal

experience with this new version so far has been successful
in supporting the whole process of the document construction and iterative evolution. One thing to note is that in our
experience users also tend to modularly design their document, i.e., they compose a document by piece, and later on
include them as a part of one or more larger documents.
Our incremental framework was very efficient in this respect, too. We believe that a more formal study, involving a
human-computer interaction point of view, of the usability
of the constraint-based authoring system with these interactive tools is an important research issue. We plan to conduct
such a study in the future. However, that is beyond the scope
of this paper,
Another important feature, which we have not addressed
yet, in an interactive authoring system is “rollbacks”(or undos). Our interactive framework efficiently incorporates a
rollback operation as follows. First, we can think of the reverse operation for each of the user interaction primitives
described in Sect. 2.3. For instance,
reverse

+relation(r, ti , tj ) ⇐⇒ −relation(r, ti , tj )

and

reverse

+timeBox(ti ) ⇐⇒ −timeBox(ti ).
For the other three primitives, to set minimum, optimum,
or maximum duration, we need slight modifications in the
representation to include one more parameter. For instance,
minT ime(ti , l) is changed to minT ime(ti , l1 , l2 ), which
means that the minimum duration of ti is changed from
l1 to l2 .10 With this modification,
reverse

minT ime(ti , l1 , l2 ) ⇐⇒ minT ime(ti , l2 , l1 ).
We also keep track of the most recent user interaction, say A1
(or most recent k interactions, A1 , ..., Ak , most recent first),
10 This modification is only for the representation. In reality, the system
remembers and appends the current duration.
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as well as S~1 , the schedule (or solution vector) just before A1
was applied (or S~1 , ..., S~k ). Upon rollback request, we first
apply the reverse operation of A1 to the current document
(and therefore to the current TCN). This will restore the
TCN to the previous state. However, note that the solution
vector in the restored TCN might be different from S~1 , and
thus we also reset the restored TCN’s schedule to S~1 .
7 Conclusion
We have presented an incremental constraint solver and the
interactive system support tools of our prototype authoring
system, Isis. Our system allows users to directly control time
in multimedia documents using timebox diagrams. It allows
them to concentrate better on the creative aspects of their
design as each action is validated by the system. The temporal query processing allows users to explore the property
or the state of the document. They can generate the presentation schedule most commensurate to their creativity using
the chosen combination of the minimal-cost fair-scheduling
and the interactive scheduling mechanisms.
The constraint-based management of time has great potential in its flexibility. However, the advantages cannot be
explored without sufficient interactive support tools. The interactive support tools we have described, interfaced with
automatic scheduling mechanisms, provide the users with
both the flexibility of a constraint-based system and finegrained control at the same time.
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